
 

FAQ - Gift Coding 
 

This article stems from questions asked by participants in our Gift Coding 101 webinar (February 

2021). These questions are about how to code certain types of gifts. Following each answer is a link 

to the most relevant Knowledge Base article(s). 

These answers focus on gift type and gift category. In terms of how each of these would be coded 

for Campaign, Fund, and Appeal/Event, that will really depend on your organization's fundraising 

plan, which should tell you what your fundraising priorities are and how you plan to raise the funds. 

This article provides a good overview on how to use campaigns, funds, events and appeals: 

Organizing your campaigns, funds, events, and appeals 

How should you code ... 

Auction items/purchases 

When donors contribute items to your auction, you should code those as In Kind gifts. Nonprofits 

should not be in the business of assessing value on in kind gifts, so leave that to the donor (and see 

the IRS link below regarding limitations on how a donor can value their gifts of property). You can 

create a gift category for this, so it would be gift type = In Kind and gift category = Auction item.  

For bidders who purchase items at your auction, you can record that as a Gift with the full purchase 

price as the gift amount. You should create a gift category for "auction purchase" or something like 

that, and you would want to link that gift to the appropriate event. But the key thing is the deductible 

amount. The deductible amount depends on an established, or published, value of the item.  

We recommend checking with your tax advisor on all this, but here is guidance on charity auctions 

from the IRS: https://www.irs.gov/charities-non-profits/charitable-organizations/charity-auctions 

Donor Advised Funds (DAF) 

Donor advised funds are charitable funds to which a donor has contributed money, and the donor 
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can then advise how those funds should be dispersed to nonprofits. When you receive a gift from a 

donor advised fund, enter the gift on the record of the donor advised fund (ie., Fidelity charitable 

foundation), and record a Soft Credit to the donor who contributed the money to the fund. You would 

not send a tax receipt letter to the individual donor, because their charitable contribution already 

happened previously when they gave to the fund. Recording the soft credit lets you steward that 

donor without double counting that gift. 

Soft credits: Donor Advised Funds, etc. 

Gifts with fees 

If you receive a gift that had fees taken out, such as by an online processor, then you should record 

the full gift amount as the gift amount and the net amount in the deposited amount field. If that field 

isn't showing on your gift entry form, you can add it by going to Settings > Subscription settings > 

Gift settings (see a check box near the bottom of the page). 

Gift entry 

Employee giving/match 

When you have a case where a donor gives a gift and then their company matches that gift, you 

should record the original gift as a regular donation from the employee. Some customers create a 

special gift category called Match Expected for this employee gift as a reminder to follow up with the 

employer. Later, when the match gift comes in, record that as a gift from the employer and use the 

Related Gift area to add a matching gift to the employee. This lets you credit the employee for that 

extra value without double counting that gift. The gift from the employer can use the gift category of 

Matching Gift. 

Matching gifts 

Grants 

When you hear that you have won a grant, you can enter that as a pledge, with a gift category of 

Grant. Later, as money arrives you will record payments against that pledge and those payments 

should have the gift type: Gift and a gift category: Grant. In the background LGL automatically tracks 

that pledge payments are linked to the pledge (as long as you enter it as a payment on a pledge), so 

you don't need to track that separately. There was one question about how to record a 

reimbursement grant. We would have to refer you to your tax advisor on that. If there is no 

guaranteed dollar amount, it probably should not be recorded as a pledge with any value (it is 

possible in LGL to record a pledge with a pledge amount of $0). 

Using fundraising goals for major gifts or grants 
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Pledges/payments 

The primary questions were around how to code the pledge payment. You can record a payment 

against a pledge from the gift entry form (we'll show any open pledges/installments once you set the 

constituent), or you can go to the pledge in the Fundraising area and record a payment there. If you 

have set installments, make sure to record the payment against the proper installment (not to the 

pledge itself as that would then leave the installment as-is). If the pledge was given attributes such 

as campaign, fund, appeal, then those will be inherited by any gift you make against that pledge. Gift 

type will be gift, but the gift category will not pull from the pledge, so double check that the gift 

category is set correctly (most likely as donation). It's not necessary to use the gift category pledge 

payment, as LGL automatically tracks if a gift is a pledge payment (and you can search on that). 

Pledge entry 

Quickbooks 

The integration between LGL and QuickBooks Online creates sales receipts in QuickBooks based 

on Gifts in LGL. The LGL gift category maps to the products/services field in QuickBooks and you 

can choose to map either Campaign or Fund to your QuickBooks classes. 

QuickBooks integration 

Recurring gifts 

A typical recurring gift scenario is an online donation where the donor selects to pay on a recurring 

basis, such as monthly or quarterly. In a case like this it's best to simply record each gift as it comes 

in. To identify the gift as part of a recurring gift, you can use a gift category called Recurring. You 

may also want to tag the donor as a Recurring Donor, which can be a value you add in Groups. We 

recommend against creating a pledge for a recurring gift, because typically the donor has not 

actually made a true promise to donate a certain amount (they could cancel the recurring gift at any 

time).  The same logic holds for workplace giving. 

Forms: Create and manage recurring gifts 

Soft credits 

We've covered soft credits above in the paragraph about Donor Advised Funds. But soft credits can 

also be used in a household scenario. If you have a constituent record for two members of a 

household, you can record the actual gift on the record of whoever made the payment, and then 

record a soft credit on the record of the spouse/partner. Soft credit helps you better steward the 

household as a whole, as you can run searches to find constituents with a certain giving value 

(combining hard credits and soft credits for the purpose of this search or report). In LGL you can set 
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a relationship type, such as your spouse/partner relationship, to automatically apply a soft credit to 

the related constituent. 

Soft credits: Gifts given by a spouse/partner, etc. 
Enabling automatic soft crediting by relationship types 
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